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Corrigendum 
JTolume 49, No. 3 (1975), in the article “On the Representation of Harmonic 
Functions by Their Values on Lattice Points,” by Kenneth I;. Andersen, 
pp. 692.-695: 
It has come to our attention that the proof of the Theorem is in error, since 
the application of Theorem 10.11 of [5] g’ iven on p. 695, line 3, requires that 
p E BV[---n, n] which is not guaranteed by the result of Whittaker cited at the 
bottom of p. 694. This is most easily corrected by adding the following mild 
hypothesis to the statement of the Theorem: 
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= o(1) as m+cn. 
The Corollaries are correct as stated. The proofs should be modified as follows: 
Line 3, p. 693, should be replaced by “shows that (ii) holds, moreover, since 
the /3k which appears in (iii) below is necessarily continuous ([5, Vol. II, p. 1431) 
Theorem I6 of [4] shows that (*) holds, which proves Corollary 1:” 
Lines 3,4, and 5 on p. 695 should be replaced by: “Now by (*) we have 
s(m ~_~ (i)) -= o(1) and hence by (ii) 
2s(m + (4)) - F(m + ($)) = o(l).” 
Prior to the last sentence in the proof of Corollary 2 on p. 695, insert the 
sentence “=2 similar application of Holder’s inequality shows that (*) holds.” 
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